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1.

The applicant was _________ to answer the question.
A. uninteresting

2.

B. run in to

C. run out of

D. run over to

B. paying

C. doing

D. having

B. ruts

C. rust

D. roost

B. broad

C. starboard

D. overboard

B. put you down

C. put you in

D. put you up

B. been renovated

C. being renovated

D. be renovating

I can‟t get ______ _______ _______ up so early.
A. use to wake

11.

D. Albeit

The restaurant is __________ __________ .
A. be renovated

10.

C. Despite

If you‟ve got nowhere to stay, we can ____ _____ _____ for a few weeks.
A. put you out

9.

B. Although

James has a lot of business trips and spends most of his time _____.
A. abroad

8.

D. compute

The metal pipes will have to be replaced due to _____.
A. roast

7.

C. consort

The students haven‟t been _______ attention in class.
A. making

6.

B. connote

If you‟re not careful, you‟re going to _____ ______ ______ time.
A. run up on

5.

D. unwilling

_________ the weather was cold, hardly anyone was wearing a coat.
A. Whereas

4.

C. unaware

I‟d like to move nearer work and have a shorter ________.
A. commute

3.

B. unacquainted

B. use to waking

C. used to waking

D. used to wake

This is probably the worst film I _______ _______ seen.
A. have ever
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B. had never

C. had already

D. never have
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12.

There were _____ people at the meeting than usual.
A. less

13.

B. makes after

C. makes do

D. makes up

B. for

C. during

D. while

B. soft

C. suave

D. sweet

B. haven‟t become

C. didn‟t become

D. don‟t become

B. to use

C. use

D. to using

B. Striking

C. Raking

D. Leaking

There are over a hundred applicants, several of ______ will be interviewed.
A. who‟s

22.

D. as much

________ workers have clashed with police near the city hall.
A. Breaking

21.

C. as many

You should try to avoid _______ the word „problem‟.
A. using

20.

B. so much

If I _____ _________ an engineer, I don‟t know what I would have done.
A. hadn‟t become

19.

D. might have been

You‟ve put too much sugar in my coffee. It‟s much too _____
A. mild

18.

C. must have been

We haven‟t seen them ______ 20 years.
A. since

17.

B. could have been

He‟s always late, and he always ______ _______ a different excuse.
A. makes out

16.

D. few

Don‟t make _____ ________ noise!
A. so many

15.

C. least

You finished very late yesterday. You ______ ______ ________ tired.
A. should have been

14.

B. fewer

B. who

C. whom

D. whose

C. however

D. whatever

You can buy _________ you like.
A. wherever
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B. whenever
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23.

When I got to the stadium, the game ____ already __________.
A. has / begun

24.

C. scarred

D. screech

B. have...would

C. had...will

D. had...won‟t

B. neither won‟t

C. neither will

D. nor won‟t

B. stand out

C. stand down

D. stand of

B. are

C. will

D. be

B. in

C. about

D. with

B. since

C. in

D. unless

He was unable to ___________ us with an explanation.
A. propose

34.

B. scarce

We won‟t know the answer _________ next week.
A. until

33.

D. underrated

I‟m not interested ______ computer programming.
A. by

32.

C. underestimated

The CEO demands that the sales manager _____ fired.
A. is

31.

B. underscored

What does I.T. _____ ____?
A. stand for

30.

D. forbid it

I won‟t be going and ______ ______ my sisters.
A. neither is

29.

C. forego it

If I _____ more time, I _____ finish the project sooner.
A. had…would

28.

B. forget it

Job openings in the area are ________.
A. scared

27.

D. is /beginning

The movie was much better than people said. It was really ________.
A. undervalued

26.

C. has/ been begun

“I think they should ban this book” means they should
A. forgive it

25.

B. had / begun

B. provide

C. purpose

D. previous

In the test, the candidates‟ ______________ score was 59.5.
A. average
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B. beverage

C. coverage

D. leverage
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35.

The company has been ________ 1 million dollars for polluting the environment.
A. bribed

36.

B. being / repaired

C. having / repairing

D. having / repaired

B. miss

C. mess

D. moss

B. waste

C. plant

D. garbage

B. occur

C. happen

D. possibly

B. rewrite

C. refine

D. rewire

B. flew

C. flight

D. flown

How long ___________ it _________ you to go to work?
A. did / took

45.

D. bored

I‟m a little nervous because I haven‟t ________________ for ages.
A. fly

44.

C. unhappy

If you‟re not happy with your job, you can always _____________.
A. resign

43.

B. ill

Would you ____________ to have a pen?
A. arrive

42.

D. hadn‟t said

Nuclear ____________ must be disposed of carefully.
A. data

41.

C. wouldn‟t say

You should clear up your room – It really is a ___________.
A. mass

40.

B. haven‟t said

I can‟t take you to work – I‟m ____________ the car _____________ this week.
A. having / repair

39.

D. fined

“I‟m feeling under the weather” means I am…
A. tired

38.

C. tried

I really wish I ________ ________ that.
A. didn‟t say

37.

B. sentenced

B. do / take

C. does / take

D. would / took

I‟ve applied for the job, but I don‟t think I have the necessary __________________.
A. personnel
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B. qualifications

C. compensation

D. benefits
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